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In Canada we have been providing public information on nuclear energy for more than 40

years. Our first information centre - at the Chalk River Laboratories — was opened in 1967.

Since then information centres have been an integral part of all the nuclear power plants and

they receive many thousands of visitors each year.

Until the 1970s public information programs were relatively easy. There was a lot of interest in

nuclear energy, and there was little debate about it or opposition to it. But times have changed,

and our public information strategies and tactics have evolved to meet the challenge of

answering increasing public concerns.

Initially public relations was a somewhat casual and unfocussed attempt at image-building and

publicity. But, as corporations became more conscious of the use of communications as a tool

to meet business objectives and to articulate their positions more clearly and more urgently to

their stakeholders, long-range planning replaced the traditional ad hoc approach. In the more

progressive organizations the communications role became more attuned to solving problems

than to getting attention, to looking from the outside in, and to being an early warning system

for identifying and managing issues before they became problems or crises.

In the past 20 years we have gone through three phases in our relationship with the public:

Information, Communication, Participation.

In the first phase the information traffic was one-way ~ from us to the public. In the second

phase we learned to listen as well as to talk. In the third phase we are confronted with a public

mood which compels that every organization meets the demands of the public in the public's

* own terms. The public insists on being actively involved in the decision-making process. For

managers of organizations and particularly for their professional communicators this calls for

i strategies that are far more sophisticated and demanding than than those we previously

employed. Communication must be caring, sensitive, anticipative. visible and responsible.



My jxrrsonal definition of Corporate Communications or Public Affairs or Public Relations or

whatever different organizations decide to call this function is as follows:

Public Affairs is the corporate practice which provides the answers before the public asks the

questions; which questions the corporation's answers before answering the public's questions;

which helps the corporation see itself as others see it; and which tells its managers to treat

others as they would want the news media to treat them.

In Canada we have a wide spectrum of nuclear communications programs: public opinion

research; advertising; media relations; publications; audio-visual material; visitor centres;

exhibits; plant tours; speakers bureaus; education programs; community relations; programs for

specific audiences. In my presentation 1 will mention only three of these activities: opinion and

attitude research; media relations; education. But I will be pleased to answer questions on any

aspect of this list.

All of our public information activities are based on the premise that the development of any

communications program requires a series of logical steps. The key ones are: opinion research;

the development of a relevant program with stated objectives; the implemsntation and

management of that program, choosing from a variety of options; and establishing methods of

evaluating the program and adapting it as necessary in the light of the evaluation. I call this the

ROPE sequence: RESEARCH, OBJECTIVES, PROGRAM, EVALUATION.

The communications process involves listening as well as telling, and it seeks quality rather

than quantity. I have found the following Quality Communications Model a useful guide in

developing public information programs:

Q = Quantify key audiences and publics

U - Understand their point of view

A =• Ask and seek questions



L - Listen to the answers and the questions

1 = Interpret the information

T = Take charge and take action

Y = Xfili have the key role

In Canada we have paid a lot of attention to public opinion about nuclear energy itself and

about the industry that promotes it. In our most recent national survey we found that overall

support for nuclear energy as a means of generating electricity has remained stable at 40 per

cent of the population. While the public was more supportive of oil and gas(459S), they were

less supportive of coal(24%). On the importance of energy sources over the next ten to twenty

years, nuclear energy was described as important by 62 per cent of the respondents, placing it

ahead of oil and gas(51%) and coal(25%).

It is easier to measure public attitudes in quantitative terms than in qualitative terms. But it is

important to know not only what people are thinking but why they think that way. To get a

better qualitative measure we have been using small focus groups rather than the more

traditional survey by questionnaire of a fairly large representative sample of the population. I

would like to share with you the findings of focus group discussions that we held earlier this

year. 1 hope you will find them interesting.

Participants came to the groups with many preconceptions about nuclear energy, some positive

and some negative. Before discussion they were asked to list all of the concepts that came to

mind when they heard the phrase "nuclear energy". Here are the key comments:



POSITIVE NEGATIVE

Cost effective

Cheaper to operate

Employment

Efficient

Clean source of power

Export of power

Health -- cancer treatment

Conserves fossil fuels

Nuclear waste disposal

Potential for disaster

Leakage

Risk of human error

War

Unknown future risks

Health risks to staff

High cost to build

Lack of information

Misinformation

A free association technique was then used to elicit descriptions of the nuclear industry and

encourage discussion. Group members were asked to describe the nuclear industry as a bouse,

a car, a book and an animal, thus allowing them to voice attitudes and opinions which may

not surface through a basic discussion of nuclear energy.

If the nuclear industry were a house, what kind of house would it be? It would be "a two-

storey house with a good security system;" "constantly monitored, with guard dogs outside;"

"really big;" "like a big fortress;" It would be "dirty on the outside but the inside is nice and

bright." It would be located "on an open field" and "nobody lives around there." "I would not

want my kids to play in the backyard." "It would have lots of grass and flowers in the

front...and big garbage cans in the back."

If the nuclear industry were a car, what kind of car would it be? It would be "streamlined

and fast," "aerodynamic," and "efficient," "a high performance sports car." It would be "very

high tech," "a car of the future' with "lots of buttons' and "gadgetry." It would have " dark

windows" and be "armed with security alarm devices." It would be "safe, but it depends on -



who is driving." it would be "really hard to find a place to get the oil changed." It would be

"reliable" and "economical", costing "a lot to buy but very cheap to run."

If the nuclear industry were a book, what kind of book would it be? It would be a "big,

thick book with lots of pages." It would be "hard to understand," "with small writing." It is an

"academic book written by scientists;" "a book that somebody wrote and is very secretive

about." "It tries to be objective but cannot help being somewhat biased." It would be an "

expensive" book that "will never sell enough copies to pay for itself."

If the nuclear industry were an animal, what kind of animal would it be? It would be "an

elephant, powerful and intelligent." It would be "friendly as long as you do not do something

that you should not." One "would not want to become too close because you would not be able

to trust its behaviour from one minute to the next." It would be "a lion: it's very docile when it

wants to be but when it gets out it's very vicious." It would be a "powerful cat in the circus,

caught, controlled by a good trainer." it would be a "fast and elusive" animal. It would be "the

Loch Ness Monster, a lot of time and effort spent on searching for it but not a lot has come

back to the public on what it's all about."

The key findings from these focus groups and other surveys are as follows:

. The nuclear industry is perceived as secretive and inaccessible;

. Initially information is treated as one-sided and biased, but after reviewing it participants

are surprised by the benefits of nuclear energy that they were not aware of;

. The degree of support for nuclear energy increased after the participants had seen the

information materials;

. The information was enthusiastically received and many expressed frustration that the

information was not more readily available;



. Many participants conceded that their perception of nuclear energy was almost completely

based on what they had seen or heard in the media;

. They believed that the media tends to sensationalize stories about nuclear energy, but that

there are few alternative sources of information available to the general public.

1 said earlier that we have been providing information on nuclear energy to the public for more

than 40 years, but obviously we have not done enough.

One thing that our public opinion research indicates is that there is a need to produce and

deliver more and better information materials. Another is that media relations are of paramount

importance. Media — whether local, regional, national, popular or trade press— are an audience

in themselves as well as the main conduit to other audiences. Apart from the inevitable and

routine reactive aspect of responding to requests for information, the maintenance of a

proactive media relations program, with regular press releases, briefings, seminars, plant tours

and constant contacts, plays a major part in dispelling the media's scepticism about nuclear

energy. It is important that media relations are conducted by experienced personnel. If they

have worked in the media their understanding of the media's needs adds value to their

contribution.

Media officers must be able to communicate effectively in non-technical language, but must

also have sufficient technical understanding to interpret complex information without distorting

it. In our experience, dealing with the media has been time-consuming and often frustrating,

but we must continue to improve the quality and dynamic of the relationship.

Let me now turn to my favourite topic: education. I have a vested interest in education because

leaching was the only vocation for which 1 was formally trained and because I believe

education is too important to be left exclusively to the educators. I also believe that industry

and business have a legitimate and valuable role in the classroom.



The energy sector in Canada has been an active stakeholder in the pursuit of partnership with

the educational community. First of all, I shall briefly describe the scope of this collaboration

and then discuss in greater detail several nuclear industry initiatives which we, as the sponsors,

and the educators and students, as the customers, have found particularly satisfactory.

According to the Canadian Energy Education Directory there are 58 organizations other than

educational institutions involved, to varying degrees, in energy education. They include:

. Public and Private Corporations

. Electrical Utilities

. Trade Associations

. Education Foundations and Institutes

. Consultants

. Special Interest Groups

. Energy Educators' Associations

. Youth Science Foundation

. Special Programs

-Frontrunners and Innovators in Schools

-Shad Valley (Technology and Entrepreneurship)

-Canada Scholarships

-Society Environment Energy Development Studies



-Deep River Science Academy

These organizations provide students and teachers with information on numerous topics: oil and

petroleum; oilsands; offshore and frontier developments; natural gas; energy from wood;

electricity; hydro; solar; wind; other renewables; nuclear; energy and environment; wastes;

acid rain; greenhouse effect; ozone; energy utilization and conservation; cogeneration and

district heating; electrical safety; economics.

The activities of the promoters of energy education fall into two categories: the provision of

resources and materials which are directly relevant to and usable within existing curricula; and

the dissemination of information which complements and supplements the curriculum but which

would not otherwise be available to teachers and students.

The curriculum-oriented material comprises the following: teachers' guides; student resources;

audio-visual support; newsletters; teachers' conferences and workshops; in-service training;

interactive games and simulations.

Non-curriculum information includes: publications; reference literature; magazines and

newsletters; exhibits and displays; films, videos and slides; visits to and from schools; touring

draina; visitors' centres; facility tours.

The nuclear industry's educational involvement can be placed in three categories:

. Programs initiated and implemented by the industry itself

. Programs initiated by teachers, with industry's help

. Programs produced "by teachers for teachers" in collaboration with and paid for by the

industry



1 hese programs can be further classifed as Outreach and Inreach -communicating with

audiences in their own environs, or bringing them in to our facilities.

At Atomic Energy of Canada Limited our educational activities embrace the whole of the above

spectrum. I will describe only a few of them.

We concentrate on six areas, three outreach and three inreach. The inreach ones are a Visitors

Centre, Plant Tours, and an annual Science for Educators Seminar.

The outreach elements are Speakers Bureau, Education Partnerships, and curriculum materials

called Perspectives on Energy. There is another unique endeavour which I will mention

separately: The Deep River Science Academy.

Our Speakers' Bureau members -- mostly scientists and engineers -- address about 40,000

students and 20,000 adults each year. One member of the bureau travels throughout Canada on

a full-time basis talking to audiences that have asked specifically for him. This letter from a 13-

year old is typical of the response that he gets: "When I heard of a man coming to speak on

nuclear energy I thought: Oli No! Another two-hour speech. I find that most people who come

to our school and speak are boring. Your talk kept me awake and was very interesting. You

changed my thoughts about a lot of things". Why this reaction? Because Frank makes science

fun, while simultaneously delivering a serious message.

Our flagship inreach program is a two-day annual seminar for teachers. Originally it was aimed

at science teachers, but it is now open to teachers of other subjects. It is held at our Chalk River

Laboratories and attracts more than 100 teachers who volunteer to attend. We have been

holding this event for 18 years and it has been organized by scientists, not by public relations

people. The agenda includes lectures and demonstrations on various aspects of our work,

laboratory visits and an opportunity to spend an afternoon with a researcher.
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Education Partnerships is a more recent endeavour, with a somewhat different mandate and

purpose. It focuses, not on nuclear energy per se, but on stimulating enthusiasm for science and

technology so that we might avert a predicted shortage of scientists and technologists in years to

come. While the program is in synergy with our other educational programs, its main thrust is

(o establish rapport with neighbouring Boards of Education in the regions where our

laboratories are located. The emphasis is on careers.

Through Education Partnerships we sponsor the attendance of pupils at Science Camps and

Science Fairs. We present awards to teachers who show leadership in encouraging students to

enter science-related courses. We arrange work placement and job-shadowing opportunities,

and we provide mentors for those who need some help and encouragement. This includes

having female scientists as role models to persuade girls to continue studies in the sciences. The

partnership concept also involves networking with other companies that are interested in

building relationships between business and education.

Education Partnerships is an example of our efforts to forge stronger links with educational

institutions and systems. This is a departure from the past practices that I mentioned earlier

when we acted as a channel of one-way information. These were the good old days when we

thought.wrongly, that it was more important to talk than to listen.

Another example of educational bridge-building is a program called Perspectives on Energy.

When we first introduced it the challenge was to change the attitudes and knowledge of students

witli respect to nuclear energy, the people who participate in it, and the contribution they both

make to society.

To begin the process of gaining the trust of the teaching profession we chose to develop

accurate and balanced information, to provide materials that were useful and relevant for the

teachers, and to ensure teacher interest, support and use in the classroom. The intent was to

span the large gap between the nuclear industry and the educational community. The architect
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ol" the bridge was an educational consultant who acted as the broker between us and the

teachers.

The consultant established a steering committee drawn from different parts of the educational

sector, and proceeded with the project through the following phases: Assessment, Planning,

Resource Development, Field testing, Final Draft, Production, Implementation, Evaluation.

All of the material was written by teachers. V/s in AECL ensured its technical accuracy, but we

kept at arms length from the educational process.

More than 20,000 multi-media kits have been provided free of charge to teachers. But in order

to get them they must attend an in-service workshop in their own time, just as you are giving

up your precious leisure time to be here this weekend. This approach had several advantages: it

encouraged teacher participation; it made the teacher more familiar with the content; it

suggested various techniques for making the best use of the material; it provided an opportunity

to ask questions and to discuss how the material could be applied in the curriculum. A major

advantage of this process is that it increases the utilization rate to 75 percent compared to 17

percent usage if it were merely delivered to the school.

Was it successful? I believe it was. But, having been so closely involved with it, I am obviously

biased and unashamedly partisan. The demand far exceeds the supply. The teachers have been

satisfied with it. Anti-nuclear groups have hated us for doing it but they have not faulted its

content. It received strong executive support within our own industry. And one education

department selected one of the kits as core curriculum.

This meant that its use was compulsory in that particular educational jurisdiction. To my

knowledge this is the only time that a resource provided by industry was granted that status in

Canada. The concept, the quality and acceptability of the material, its relevance to the

curriculum, the involvement of teachers in preparing it, the aloofness of AECL from the formal

education process, the reputation of the consultant -- all of these factors paved the way to the

ultimate goal, which was credibility. But education is a dynamic business, and we must realize
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that any program, no matter how successful, has a finite lifespan. The same applies to

credibility. It must be continuously earned.

My final example is the Deep River Science Academy. This is a six-week summer school for

high-school students which provides an opportunity to combine classroom learning with

working experience on a research project at two of Canada's foremost research laboratories -

the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories and the nearby National Forestry Institute. This year we

opened a new campus at AECL's Whiteshell Laboratories in Manitoba. The 62 students come

from across Canada. In addition to their academic program they share research projects with

distinguished scientists. The whole experience helps students interested in careers in science

and technology plan their future.

I have mentioned the Deep River Science Academy separately from AECL's education

programs. While AECL supports the venture and participates in it, it is important to note that it

was initiated and is sustained by voluntary effort on the part of our scientists and engineers.

This has enhanced its prestige and credibility. It has received widespread recognition and has

been extensively covered in the media.

I think we have made considerable progress in energy education and public information in

Canada. But even those of us most closely involved in it would admit that we have not done

enough. As the paradigm shifts towards education for sustainable development, much more

remains to be done. We realize the formidable challenges of devising strategies and organizing

new processes for reshaping education.

Ihe nuclear industry has an important role to play in promoting scientific knowledge. A recent

statement by UNESCO sums up the challenge: "Human capital and the need for technical

innovation are indispensible prerequisites for increasing competitiveness and social justice as

part of sustainable development. Teaching and learning systems, as well as research and

development institutions, are largely responsible for deciding a country's capacity for

technological progress.
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In conclusion let me say what a great pleasure and privilege it is for me to visit your country

and to share this seminar with you. Together we have a lot of work to do to convince the public

in all of our countries that nuclear energy has so many benefits to offer mankind.


